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Efficient Top/Bottom-k Fraction Estimation in Spatial Databases Using
Bounded Main Memory
Jinbao Wang, Zhuojun Duan, Xixian Han , and Donghua Yang
Abstract: Spatial databases store objects with their locations and certain types of attached items. A variety of
modern applications have been developed by leveraging the utilization of locations and items in spatial objects,
such as searching points of interest, hot topics, or users’ attitude in specified spatial regions. In many scenarios,
the high and low-frequency items in a spatial region are worth noticing, considering they represent the majority’s
interest or eccentric users’ opinion. However, existing works have yet to identify such items in an interactive
manner, despite the significance of the endeavor in decision-making systems. This study recognizes a novel type
of analytical query, called top/bottom-k fraction query, to discover such items in spatial databases. To achieve fast
query response, we propose a multilayered data summary that is spread out across the main memory and external
memory. A memory-based estimation method for top/bottom-k fraction queries is proposed. To maximize the use of
the main memory space, we design a data summary tuning method to dynamically allocate memory space among
different spatial partitions. The proposed approach is evaluated with real-life datasets and synthetic datasets in
terms of estimation accuracy. Evaluation results demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed data summary and
corresponding estimation and tuning algorithms.
Key words: exploratory analytic; top-k items; bottom-k items; spatial database
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Introduction

Spatial databases store objects with geospatial locations
together with a number of items, such as numeric
values or textual data. For example, objects are attached
with descriptive keywords in Point Of Interest (POI)
databases, and users could search for their target
points in specified regions. Modern social network
applications allow users to post comments in different
geospatial positions[1–3] , and one can search on certain
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topics in specified spatial regions[4–7] . In these reallife applications, exploring items with top frequency or
bottom frequency often leads to a discovery of practical
meaning. Top frequency items in POI databases are
popular types of services in specified regions, while
bottom frequency items may indicate scarce services.
In another example of comments or topic posting, top
frequency items could be major trends among users, and
bottom frequency items may reflect notable attitudes of
minority or eccentric users[8] .
Computing top or bottom frequency items in a
specified region from raw data may be time-consuming,
and spatial indexes can prune a search space according to
object locations. However, leveraging a single dimension
along geospatial locations is not efficient because a
large number of objects may fall into the queried
regions. Some approaches have been proposed to
leverage the item contents of spatial databases, and
numerous studies have proposed searching specific
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items exactly or approximately in specified regions.
These existing studies combine spatial indexes and data
summaries on items to prune the search space on the
basis of the dimensions of locations and items. This idea
was employed to compute top frequency keywords in
specified regions in Ref. [9], which is closely related
to our work. However, Ref. [9] introduced an exact
solution that may be very costly because of the large
number of index node visits and large-scale datasets.
In the current work, we adopt an alternative approach
in which top or bottom frequency items are estimated
using data summaries instead of original data. The
data summaries are stored in the main memory for a
quick response during the exploration of top or bottom
frequency items. Exploring top or bottom frequency
items in specified regions using memory resilient data
summaries involves two challenges. First, the memory
consumed by data summaries should be limited because
servers are shared by different services or functionalities.
This requirement calls for the careful design of data
summaries so as to support the querying of top or
bottom frequency items in different spatial regions.
Second, the data summaries within restrained memory
should provide an accurate estimation of top or bottom
frequency items.
To address these challenges, we design a data
summary that includes stratified samples and
precomputed sorted frequency lists of different
spatial partitions. We organize these types of data
summaries by using an in-memory K-D tree to facilitate
the fast location of data summaries for queries. The
stratified samples enable us to provide an estimation
of frequency items in specified spatial regions. Our
stratified samples draw high-frequency items with a
fixed probability p. Meanwhile, low-frequency items
are directly included (i.e., with sampling probability
1). This strategy eliminates the tendency to miss lowfrequency items. Given the space constraints of main
memory, the sampling probability of high-frequency
items should be carefully controlled; otherwise, an
accurate estimation may not be provided purely over
samples. To achieve improved estimation, we construct
another type of data summary, that is, the sorted
frequency list sfl, which contains the frequency of items
in each spatial partition. With the aid of sfl, spatial
partitions entirely contained in the queried region may
use the exact frequency of certain items instead of
estimations. Spatial partitions partially overlapping with
the queried region still rely on samples for producing
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estimations. The final estimation of top or bottom
frequency items is produced by samples and sfls in
a collective manner. Effective estimation methods
based on the proposed data summaries are proposed.
To further improve the efficiency of the estimation,
we leverage recent query patterns in allocating space
for samples and sorted frequency lists among spatial
partitions. We employ real-life datasets to evaluate our
approach in terms of estimation accuracy for top or
bottom frequency items.
In summary, the main contribution of this paper are
summarized as follows.
• We propose a novel category of analytic queries
in spatial databases, that is, the top/bottom-k fraction
query, so as to identify notable items among large-scale
spatial objects;
• A multilayered data summary, including a K-D
tree, stratified samples, and sorted frequency lists,
is proposed to support top/bottom-k queries with
constrained memory;
• A solution to estimate top/bottom-k fraction query
results is presented, and the proposed approach works in
memory on the basis of the multilayered data summary;
to further improve the performance, we propose a data
summary tuning method for allocating memory among
different spatial partitions;
• Evaluation is conducted over real-life datasets
and synthetic datasets, and the results demonstrate
the effectiveness of the proposed data summary and
corresponding estimating method for top/bottom-k
fraction queries.

2

Problem Definition

As described in this section, we formulate top/bottom-k
fraction queries in spatial databases. We introduce some
elements that make up the basis of our analytical queries.
Definition 1 A spatial object o D .loc; itemset/
consists of geospatial location o:loc and a set of items
denoted as o:itemset D fi1 ; : : : ; im g.
Figure 1 shows an example of the spatial object set
D D fo1 ; : : : ; o10 g including ten spatial objects. Each
object is depicted according to its location and is labeled
o1: Food, Sports
o 2: Food, Museum

o7: Coffee
o6: Food

Fig. 1

o3: Drink, Shopping
o4: Hotel, Food

R

o8: Hotel, Coffee
o 5: Hotel, Food
o10: Museum

o9: Drink

Spatial objects and spatial region R.
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fFood; Coffeeg.

with its attached items, i.e., types of POI in the example.
Definition 2 Given a set D of spatial objects and a
spatial region R, the item set of D within R is denoted
as IS.D; R/ D fiji 2 o:itemset; o 2 D; o:loc 2 Rg.
When using the spatial region R (Fig. 1), R contains
three objects o4 , o5 , and o8 . According to Definition 2,
IS.D; R/ D fHotel; Food; Coffeeg.
Definition 3 Given a set D of spatial objects, a
spatial region R, and an item i, the frequency of item
i from spatial object set D within spaital region R is
Freq.i; D; R/ D jfojo 2 D; o:loc 2 R; i 2 o:itemsetgj.
When focusing on the term “Hotel” within the spatial
region R, we can find that Freq.Hotel; D; R/ D 3
according to Definition 3. On the basis of the above
definitions, we propose the following analytical queries,
namely top-k fraction query and bottom k fraction query,
to find the high frequency and low frequency items in a
given spatial region.
Definition 4 Given a spatial object set D, a spatial
region R, and an integer k, a top-k fraction query
QTK .D; R; k/ returns a set of items FTK .D; R; k/
satisfying the following: (1) jFTK .D; R; k/j D k; (2) for
8i 2 FTK .D; R; k/, there is no such item i 0 2 IS.D; R/
that F req.i 0 ; D; R/ > F req.i; D; R/.
Definition 5 Given a spatial object set D, a spatial
region R, and an integer k, a bottom-k fraction
K
query QB
.D; R; k/ returns a set of items FBK .D; R; k/
satisfying the following: (1) jFTK .D; R; k/j D k; (2) for
8i 2 FTK .D; R; k/, there is no such item i 0 2 IS.D; R/
that Freq.i 0 ; D; R/ < F req.i; D; R/; and (3) for 8i 2
FTK .D; R; k/, Freq.i; D; R/ > 0.
In the example shown in Fig. 1, the most frequent item
in R can be obtained by query QTK .D; R; 1/, which
returns FTK .D; R; 1/ D f.Hotel; 3/g. At the same
time, the two most infrequent items within R can be
K
returned by query QB
.D; R; 2/ as FBK .D; R; 2/ D

3

Multilayered Data Summary

In this section, we propose the multilayered data
summary for estimating the results of top/bottomk fraction queries. The proposed multilayered data
summary is shown in Fig. 2, which also illustrates
example of four spatial partitions.
The top level is a K-D tree, which divides the entire
spatial region into partitions. The K-D tree is built in
a packing-up manner by dividing each internal node
into two children with approximately the same number
of objects. The leaves of the K-D tree provide a set of
partitions of the entire spatial region. According to the
construction of the K-D tree, the resulting partitions are
approximately equal in size in terms of the number of
spatial objects.
For each spatial partition, two categories of data
summary are constructed: a set of randomly ordered
samples (ros) and a sorted frequency list (sfl). These data
summary types are aimed at providing an estimation of
top/bottom-k fraction queries. The randomly ordered
sample (ros) for a spatial partition r, denoted ros.r/, is
a set of randomly draw samples from spatial object set
Dr D fojo 2 D; o:loc 2 rg. For instance, we can adopt
Bernoulli sampling with a fixed probability p to draw
each spatial object in Dr . The drawn samples enable us
to estimate the frequency Freq.i; D; r/ of each item i
in r. A large sampling probability p obviously results
in an accurate estimation of Freq.i; D; r/ for each item
i . This condition in turn produces a good estimation of
the top-k fraction query. However, the main memory is
constrained and it cannot hold large numbers of samples
for each spatial partition. To leverage the utilization of
the main memory, we produce a large sample set for
each spatial partition and take the external memory as a

Data summary
of partition 1

Data summary
of partition 2

Fig. 2

Data summary
of partition 3

Sorted frequency list (sfl)

Randomly ordered data

Sorted frequency list (sfl)

Randomly ordered data

Sorted frequency list (sfl)

Randomly ordered data

Sorted frequency list (sfl)

External memory

Randomly ordered data

K-D tree

Main memory
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Data summary
of partition 4

ros:
<loc2, Museum>
<loc5, Food>
<loc4, Hotel>
<loc10, Museum>
<loc3, Drink>
<loc1, Sports>
<loc3, Shopping>
<loc6, Food>
<loc8, Coffee>
<loc7, Coffee>
<loc4, Food>
<loc5, Hotel>
<loc9, Drink>
<loc8, Hotel>
<loc1, Food>
<loc2, Food>

Example of multilayered data summary.

sfl:
Food: 4
Hotel: 3
Museum: 2
Drink: 2
Coffee: 2
Sports: 1

Shopping: 1

Data summary of partition 4
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secondary storage of the samples. After all the samples
are produced, we dynamically determine the number of
samples to reside in the main memory for each spatial
partition. In this process, frequently queried partitions
should take up additional space in the main memory,
while less frequently queried partitions should take up
little space in the main memory. We record recent queries
to recognize the query frequency of each spatial partition
and determine the number of samples in each spatial
partition periodically.
At the end of a predetermined time period T , the
amount of samples for each spatial partition is redetermined. Some partitions take in further samples,
while others give up a certain number of samples.
To avoid periodical sampling in the external memory,
which is time-consuming, we randomly sort the samples
obtained with a large sampling probability, and simulate
random sampling from external resilient objects in r
by sequentially scanning ros.r/. At each moment, we
denote the determined sample amount of r as sm.r/,
and we keep the first sm.r/ samples from ros.r/ in
the main memory. As ros.r/ is randomly sorted, the
first sm.r/ samples from ros.r/ could be taken as sm.r/
random samples from Dr . The adoption of randomly
sorted samples for each spatial partition facilitates the
sample amount allocation among all the spatial partitions
efficiently.
Top-k fraction queries benefit from random samples,
because they rely on frequently occurring items. By
contrast, bottom-k fraction queries focus on lowfrequency items, which do not exist in random samples
and can not be answered by random samples. Hence,
we adopt stratified sampling in each spatial partition.
When the frequency of an item i is less than a predefined
threshold, all the spatial objects including i are included
in ros.
As a result, ros.r/ consists of two categories of
samples, namely FS.r/ and IFS.r/. FS.r/ contains
random samples of items with a frequency of no less
than a predefined threshold  .r/. IFS.r/ contains all
the items with a frequency of less than  .r/. The
samples of FS.r/ and IFS.r/ are merged with owning
objects to save space. Consequently, the format of each
sample in ros.r/ is .o:loc; o:ij1 ; : : : ; o:ijn /. Algorithm 1
details construction of ros.r/. Extending the algorithm
to produce ros for all the spatial partitions in the K-D
tree leaves is relatively straightforward.
A top/bottom-k fraction may overlap with multiple
spatial partitions. To achieve good accuracy in estimating
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Algorithm 
11: DataSummaryConstruction
Input: D, r, p, 
Output: ros.r/
1 for o 2 Dr do
2
draw o with probability p
3
if o is drawn then
4
ros.r/ D ros.r/ [ fog;
else
IFS.o/ D fiji 2 o; Freq.i; D; r/ < g;
if IFS.o/ ¤  then
ros.r/ D ros.r/ [ f.o:loc; IFS.o//g;

5
6
7
8

9

return ros.r/;

the frequency of each item, we maintain a sorted
frequency list sfl.r/ that records the accurate frequency
of each item within a partition. When a partition r
falls entirely in a queried region, sfl.r/ could provide
the accurate frequency. A partition r, which partially
overlaps with the queried region, should employ ros.r/
to estimate the frequency of each item as Freq.i; D; r/.
The results from all the partitions overlapping with the
queried region are merged to produce the results of a
top/bottom-k fraction query.
The K-D tree is always kept in the main memory.
At the same time, the main memory keeps certain
numbers of samples in each ros.r/, together with certain
numbers of records in each sfl.r/. These in-memory
data structures facilitate the fast response to top/bottomk queries. Meanwhile, the entire ros.r/ and sfl.r/ for
each spatial partition are stored in the external memory.
The amount of memory taken by each ros.r/ and sfl.r/
is determined periodically, and ros.r/ and sfl.r/ take up
or give up memory space accordingly.

4

Estimation to Top/Bottom-k Fractions

In this section, we present our approach to top/bottom-k
fraction queries. Section 4.1 presents the estimation of
the answers of top/bottom-k fraction queries on the basis
of the data summary introduced in Section 3. Section 4.2
introduces the tuning of the data summary through the
allocation of memory space to each spatial partition.
4.1

Estimation for top/bottom-k fraction query

We estimate the frequency of a given item i within a
spatial partition r, i.e. Freq.i; F; r/.
If the queried region R contains the spatial partition
r, e.g., r  R, then we try to obtain Freq.i; F; r/ from
sfl.r/ by reading the record of i from sfl.r/. This attempt
may fail because sfl.r/ is not fully contained in the main
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memory. Once the record of i is out of the memory, we
estimate Freq.i; F; r/ by using ros.r/. The estimation
of Freq.i; F; r/ should distinguish the cases in which i
is an infrequent item within r. The process is consistent
with the construction of ros.r/. Here we take ros.r/
as the in-memory part of ros.r/, and denote the other
part of ros.r/ as ex ros.r/ with no ambiguity. If i is a
low-frequency item within r, then ros.r/ contains all
the objects owning item i. Thus, Freq.i; D; r/ can be
obtained by traversing ros.r/,
O
Freq.i;
D; r/ D jfoji 2 o; o 2 rgj
(1)
Otherwise i is not a low-frequency item within r,
Freq.i; D; r/ can be estimated as follows:
jfoji 2 o; o 2 rgj
O
Freq.i;
D; r/ D
(2)
p
Theorem 1 illustrates the accuracy of the above
estimation of Freq.i; D; r/ in the following.
O
Theorem 1 Freq.i;
D; r/ is an unbiased estimation
of Freq.i; D; r/ with variance Freq.i; D; r/ 1 pp when i
is a high-frequency item within r, and it returns the exact
value of Freq.i; D; r/ when i is a low-frequency item
within r.
If the spatial partition r partially overlaps with the
queried region R, then we adopt the same estimation as
O
Freq.i;
D; r/ in Eqs. (1) and (2).
Then we turn to the estimation of Freq.i; D; R/,
which is the frequency of an item i within the queried
region R. In this step, we estimate the frequency of i
in all the spatial partitions overlapping with r, and sum
up the estimates as the final estimation of Freq.i; D; R/.
Then we obtain the following estimator:
X
O
O
Freq.i;
D; R/ D
Freq.i;
D; r/
(3)
r\R¤

where the estimation of Freq.i; D; r/ is summarized as
follows:
8
ˆ
sf l.r/Œi ; if sfl.r/Œi  is in memory;
ˆ
ˆ
<
O
Freq.i;
D; r/ D jfoji 2 o; o 2 rgj; if i is infrequent;
ˆ
jfoji 2 o; o 2 rgj
ˆ
ˆ
:
; if i is frequent
p
(4)
O
On the basis of the estimation Freq.i; D; R/ to
Freq.i; D; R/, we propose Algorithm 2 to approximately
answer top/bottom-k fraction queries. Line 1 initiates
the query result as . Lines 2–6 specify different heap
types to keep the intermediate results. Line 7 employs a
K-D tree to obtain all the overlapping spatial partitions
with the queried region R, and these partitions are
stored in PS. Subsequently, Algorithm 2 produces an
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Algorithm 
22: QueryProcessing
Input: K-D tree T , spatial region R, integer k, sampling
probability p, query type qt
Output: query result res
1 res D ;
2 if qt D top then
3
list is a maximum heap;
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

else if qt D bottom then
list is a minmum heap;
list D ;
PS D T:search.R/;
for r 2 PS do
if r  R then
for fr 2 sfl.r/ do
list:add.fr:item; fr:freqency/;
for s 2 ros.r/ and s:item … sfl.r/ do
if s:item is infrequent within r then
list:add.s:item; 1/;
else
list:add.s:item; 1=p/;

15
16

17
18
19
20

else
for s 2 ros.r/ and s:loc 2 R do
if s:item is infrequent within r then
list:add.s:item; 1/;
else
list:add.s:item; 1=p/;

21
22

24

for i D 1 to k do
res D res [ flist:extractTop./g;

25

return res;

23

estimation according to different cases introduced in
Eq. (4). Lines 8–16 invoke the method list:add. / to
update the frequency of each item identified at this
point. Algorithm 2 first updates list with in-memory sfl
as shown in Lines 9–11 if r is entirely contained in R.
The randomly sorted samples in ros.r/ are employed
to estimate Freq.i; D; r \ R/ for each item i which is
not recorded in sfl. In this step, an identified sample
increases the frequency by 1 Hz if it is a low-frequency
item; otherwise, the frequency is increased by 1=p, as
shown in Lines 13–16. If r is not entirely contained in
R, then sfl.r/ cannot be employed and the estimation is
based on ros.r/, as shown in Lines 17–22. The method
list:add. / is noting because of our minor changes to the
original heap method. When invoking list:add.i; f /, it
checks if there exists an entry corresponding to i in list.
If so, this method changes the key by increasing it by f ;
otherwise, an entry of item i is inserted with a key-value
as f . When all the spatial partitions in PS have been
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processed, we add the top-k or bottom-k entries into
res. For a top/bottom-k fraction query, res contains the
k items with the largest/smallest estimated frequencies
within the queried region R.
The following theorem illustrates the unbiasedness
and variance of the estimated frequencies of the
top/bottom-k items.
Theorem 2 Let i1 ; : : : ; ik be the k returned items,
and let ef1 ; : : : ; efk be their estimated frequencies
by Algorithm 2. The actual frequency of i1 ; : : : ; ik is
P
denoted as f1 ; : : : ; fk . Then jkD1 efj is an unbiased
P
estimation of jkD1 fj , and its variance is no larger than
P
Œ.1 p/=p jkD1 fj .
On the basis of Theorem 2, we derive the following
theorem illustrating the accuracy of the estimated
frequency of the returned k items.
Theorem 3 Let i1 ; : : : ; ik be the k returned items,
and let ef1 ; : : : ; efk be their estimated frequencies by
Algorithm 2. The actual frequency of i1 ; : : : ; ik is
denoted as f1 ; : : : ; fk . Then for any positive constant ˛,
we conclude that
k
X
ˇ
.1
p/
fi
#
"ˇ k
k
ˇX
ˇ
X
ˇ
ˇ
i D1
Pr ˇ
efi
fi ˇ > ˛ 6
:
ˇ
ˇ
p˛ 2
i D1

i D1

Theorem 3 employs Chebyshev’s inequality over the
variance derived in Theorem 2, and the right hand term
Pk
i D1 fi could be further bounded by the utilization of
our sorted frequency lists.
4.2

Dynamic data summary tuning

A simple memory allocation among different spatial
partitions provides them the same space. However,
this approach is inefficient because some partitions are
frequently queried, and assigning them additional space
to hold samples increases the accuracy of item frequency
estimation within these partitions. This condition, in turn
improves the quality of top/bottom-k fraction queries.
Meanwhile, some partitions are infrequently queried or
are not even queried, and the space assigned to them
does not benefit the overall performance. We adopt a
heuristic space allocation method, in which the space
assigned to keep samples is proportional to the frequency
of the queries in each spatial partition. At the same time,
if the sorted frequency list is smaller than a threshold
.l/, then it is entirely kept in the memory; otherwise
the largest pr =2 and the smallest pr =2 records of sfl.r/
are kept in the memory. Herein pr is the sampling
probability of objects in r, as determined by our heuristic

strategy. These records of sfl.r/ with the largest and
smallest values help provide an accurate frequency that
is likely to be included in the query results.
Algorithm 3 illustrates how to determine the sampling
probability in each spatial partition. The K-D tree
splitting strategy makes each spatial partition have
approximately the same size, Then Algorithm 3 assigns
space to each partition r in proportion to the frequency of
r being queried in the recent period. The space assigned
by Algorithm 3 to all the partitions is approximately
epr. After allocating memory space for each partition
r, we set pr as the ratio of its allocated memory to the
size of ros.r/ and sfl.r/. When reading ros.r/, we first
deduct the space of low-frequency items, and then finally
determine the sampling probability of high-frequency
items.
We periodically run Algorithm 3 to update the memory
allocation according to recent queries. After each run
of Algorithm 3, we need to deal with the change of
space allocation to each spatial partition. If a partition
r is assigned additional space, as a result of the last
run of Algorithm 3, more samples are read into the
memory from ros.r/, together with more records in
sfl.r/. We should note that we need to read two fractions
of sfl.r/ into memory buffer, that corresponds to the
largest and smallest frequency records in r. Meanwhile,
if a partition is assigned less space, it simply discards a
certain number of samples in the tail. At the same time,
r should also discard certain fraction of the largest and
smallest records. The fraction of samples and frequency
records that are read in or discarded is determined by
the difference of the space assigned to r before and after
running Algorithm 3.
We discuss how to maintain our data summary in case
of updates. Our major idea of data summary maintenance
follows the lazy update manner. When the update does
Algorithm 
33: ProbabilityAlloc
Input: historical queries QS, spatial partition set RS,
expected space ratio epr
Output: space allocation map alloc
1 alloc D ;
2 for r 2 RS do
3
r:f q D jfqjq 2 RS; q:R \ r ¤ gj;
P
4 sum D
r2RS r:fq;
5 for r 2 RS do
jRSj  epr  r:fq
6
alloc.put.r;
/;
sum
7 return alloc;
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not exert a significant effect, we build a minor version
of our data summary for the newly inserted data. When
multiple newly built data summaries exist, they may
decrease the efficiency of query processing, and are thus
merged into a single copy of a data summary when the
system is not busy. This strategy may help to maintain
the accuracy of our estimation based on multiple data
summaries. At the same time, the lazy merging of
multiple data summaries significantly reduces the system
overhead.

T =B

of RE and IA is ˇas follows:
ˇ P
i:freq
ˇ
RE D

(5)

i:freq

jFTK=B \ FOT =B j

IA D

(6)

jFOT =B j

According to the above definitions of RE and IA,
RE indicates the quality of the estimated top/bottom-k
items; that is, the returned k items are of high quality if
RE is close or equal to 0. Meanwhile, IA depicts the
number of actual top/bottom-k items returned among
the estimation. An IA close or equal to 1 means the
estimation is of high quality.
5.2

Experiment result

We test the effect of the sampling probability on the
relative error of the frequency estimation in Figs. 3
and 4. In each test, we run 1000 randomly generated
queries and compare our strategies with those with
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Testbed: We implement our approach using Java
language with a JDK verion of 1.8.0 271. The evaluation
is conducted on a PC machine with Intel i7-8700 CPU
at 3.20 GHz, 8 GB main memory, and 1 TB hard disk.
Datasets and queries: Two real-life datasets denoted
as TX and CA are employed in our evaluation. TX
and CA are from the OpenStreetMap project[10] , and
they include street information in the States of Texas
and California, respectively. Each entry in TX and CA
contains a latitude, a longitude, and a set of keywords.
We take the keywords as items in our evaluation. TX has
14 182 367 spatial objects and 64 935 items. The average
number of items attached to each spatial object in TX
is 2.091. CA has 13 820 480 spatial objects and 70 580
distinct items. The average number of items attached to
each spatial object in CA is 2.277.
We randomly select the spatial objects from TX and
CA, and generate rectangle regions centered at these
selected positions as queried regions. The size of the
generated rectangles is 0.001–0.05 relative to the entire
spatial region in TX and CA. For each test, 1000 queries
are generated, and the average results are presented.
Parameters: We employ a K-D tree to divide
each tested dataset into 1024 spatial partitions. The
memory constraint is depicted using an overall sampling
probability p, and the value is set to 0.01 to 0.25. The
queried regions are of different sizes, and the ratio of
their sizes to the entire spatial space is set to 0.001 to
0.05. The parameter k is set to 1–10.
Metrics: We adopt two metrics to evaluate the

i 2FTK=B

P

ˇ
ˇ
i:freqˇ

i 2FTK=B

RE

Experiment setting

P

i 2FOTK=B

Experiment

In this section, we evaluate our approach to
approximately answer top/bottom-k fraction queries.
Section 5.1 introduces the settings adopted in our
experiments. Section 5.2 presents the experiment results
and demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach.
5.1

effectiveness of our data summary and corresponding
estimation: the Relative Error of the total frequency (RE)
and Item Accuracy (IA). Given a spatial object set D, a
queried region R, and an integer k, the actual answer of
a top/bottom-k fraction query is denoted as FTK=B , and
the estimation result is denoted as FO K . The calculation

RE

5

229

Sampling probability

Fig. 4

Effect of sampling probability on RE in TX.
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data summary tuning and those without data summary
tuning. We fix the value of k to 5. We vary the sampling
probability from 0.01 to 0.05, which indicates a very
small space overhead, and proceed with testing with a
sampling probability of 0.1 to 0.25, which indicates a
large sampling probability. As shown in Figs. 3 and
4, our approach with data summary tuning consistently
outperforms that without data summary tuning. This
result highlights the effectiveness of our data summary
tuning strategy. As the sampling probability increases
from 0.01 to 0.25, the RE estimation decreases because
a large number of samples result in good estimation.
Even with a small sampling probability of 0.01, our
approach provides a small RE that is smaller than
0.04 in CA (Fig. 3) and smaller than 0.03 in TX
(Fig. 4). Our evaluation results focus on top-k fraction
queries because bottom-k fraction queries can be exactly
answered using ros and sfl in our evaluation.
Figures 5 and 6 present the IA with varying sampling
probabilities. The value of k is set to 4. As shown in
Figs. 5 and 6, the IA increases overall with the sampling
probability. Specifically, when additional samples are
included in the estimation, we obtain a highly accurate
estimated frequency of each item and ultimately achieve
good IA. Consistent with that shown in Figs. 3 and 4, our
approach with data summary tuning is superior to that
without data summary tuning.

We test the effect of k on the RE estimation in Figs. 7
and 8. We vary the value of k from 1 to 10. Here, the
sampling probability is fixed at 0.01. We find that the
RE increases as the value of k increases. The reason
is that when we include a large number of items with a
small frequency, sampling provides a decreased accuracy.
Our approach with data summary tuning outperforms
that without data summary tuning, and it achieves a RE
below 0.04 even when k increases to 10. This condition
provides a very accurate estimation of the total frequency
in the top-k fraction query results.
We investigate the effect of k on IA in Figs. 9 and
10. The approach with data summary tuning obviously
results in good IA. As shown in Figs. 9 and 10, the
absolute value of IA with k < 5 is more than 0.8.
Specifically, many similarly frequent items occur on
the boundary of the k-th item, and estimation makes
their rank randomly change. When k increases, the IA
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remains relatively stable. Meanwhile, our returned k
items have similar total frequencies with the actual top-k
fraction items. Thus, the returned k items are of similar
quality to the exact answers even with the IA not being
consistently high.
We test the effects of the queried region size on the
estimated frequency in Figs. 11 and 12. We fix k to
5 and the sampling probability to 0.01. The sizes of
the queried regions are depicted with their ratios to the
entire space of CA and TX, and the ratio varies from
0.001 to 0.05. As shown in Figs. 11 and 12, the RE
estimation decreases as the ratio of queried region size
increases from 0.001 to 0.25. Our approach with data
summary tuning outperforms that without data summary
tuning. The gap between these two solutions shrinks as
the queried region grows, because large queried regions
provide sufficient samples to each distinct item.

Figures 13 and 14 present the effects of the queried
region size on IA. When the queried region grows, the
IA improves, because a large number of samples fall
in the queried region and a good estimation of item
frequency is obtained. Our approach with data summary
tuning outperforms that without data summary tuning.
When the queried region is 0.001 of the entire space, our
approach with data summary tuning provides more than
0.8 of IA. When large regions are queried (such as when
the ratio grows to 0.05), over 0.9 of IA is achieved.
In Figs. 15 and 16, we set the sampling probability to
0.05, the ratio of the queried region to 0.001, and k to 5.
Then, we test the effects of the number of spatial objects.
We generate different numbers of spatial objects ranging
from 107 to 5  107 in a unit rectangle. The number
of items is 10 000, and their frequency follows the Zipf
distribution with an exponent of 1. As shown in Figs. 15
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and 16, the performance of our approach improves as the
number of spatial objects increases from 107 to 5  107 .
The strategy of data summary tuning obviously exerts
an effect, and it achieves less than 0.02 of RE estimation
and more than 0.98 of IA when the number of spatial
objects grows to 5  107 .
We test the effects of data skewness with different
Zipf distributions of items. We generate 107 spatial
objects, and the items attached to them follow a Zipf
distribution with an exponential range of 0.1–2.0. As
shown in Figs. 17 and 18, our approach performs well
in skewed data.

6

Related Work

Various spatial indexes have been proposed to support
6
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querying with different spatial conditions[11–14] . These
existing works have established a significant basis for
subsequent research and applications relying on spatial
pruning. Our work employs the K-D tree[12] to obtain
spatial partitions, and other spatial indexes could be
incorporated in our data summary.
Spatial keyword search, which returns objects with
exact keywords that match the query condition,
is comprehensively studied in the research
community[15–17] . These existing works adopt either
separate indexes for spatial and keyword information[15]
or a combined index structure containing spatial and
keyword information[16, 17] . Most of these works employ
a tree-based index structure and augment it with
keyword information in each tree node. MHR-tree[18]
and LBAK-tree[19] involve indices answering spatial
queries with approximate keyword conditions. They
share the same idea as those in previous works, that is,
to incorporate R-tree family spatial indices[11, 14] with
keyword information in tree nodes. These works focus
on searching in spatial databases with spatial and textual
predicates. Our work aims to discover significant items,
i.e., keywords in previous studies, and is thus horizontal
to these works.
Reference [1] proposed an index structure combining
R-tree and frequency list of keywords for processing
top-k frequent keyword queries. Although the proposed
structure guarantees the return of exact answers, it
consumes a large amount of memory to hold the
entire index. Moreover, massive index node visits and
frequency list merging are costly. Our work employs
in-memory data summaries and our estimation mainly
relies on stratified samples. Thus, we can achieve a
relatively fast query response. Reference [20] proposed
top-k query processing on the basis of precomputed
histograms. Reference [21] presented top-k frequent
items that are discovered over streaming data. These
works demonstrate the significance of discovering
representative items in real-life applications.
Sampling-based methods have been proposed for
data aggregation in relational databases[21] , sensor
networks[22–29] , etc. In previous years, big data analytic
systems have leveraged sampling for fast aggregation
with error bounds[30–34] . These efforts inspire us to use
samples and precomputed data summaries in answering
top/bottom-k fraction queries approximately to achieve
a good response and accuracy. Existing studies[35–37]
have explored privacy preservation in geospatial social
networks, and their methods are aligned with ours.
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Conclusion

In this work, we propose a novel type of analytical
query called top/bottom-k fraction query to discover
noteworthy items among large-scale spatial objects.
We design a multilayered data summary, including
a K-D tree, stratified samples, and sorted frequency
lists for different spatial partitions. The data summary
resides across the main memory and external memory.
We propose an estimation method that leverages the
in-memory part of our data summary to respond to
top/bottom-k fraction queries quickly and accurately. To
maximize the advantages of our memory resilient data
summary, we present a data summary tuning method for
dynamically allocating memory space among different
spatial partitions. Our data summary tuning method
is capable of improving the overall query performance.
The evaluation based on real-life datasets and synthetic
datasets is conducted herein. The results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our designed data summary and the
proposed methods of query estimation and data summary
tuning.
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